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2 of 2 review helpful Ok if you really like mysteries By readerofmanybooks This novel was ok but I expected more 
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What I didn t like 1 There was to much focus on the mystery for my taste We get snippets from multiple characters but 
not enough to really get attached or feel like we know the characters with the exception of Nick 2 The novel took a 
supernatural turn but that bit of the world really Hiding behind the safe mask of Obsidian his online persona Kain 
Mitchell woos Nick Anders an untouched artist Nick tells himself that Obsidian is merely his erotic muse but when 
Kain drags him down into his dark world echoing the myth of Hades and Persephone Nick discovers he wants to see 
him touch him and move beyond the limitations of masks Because as seductive as Obsidian is Nick senses Kain s real 
isolation Implicated for the murders of young men matching 
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